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Abstract—Knowledge processing is the prime area of
information retrieval in the current era. However
knowledge is subjected to the meaning of discretion in
any natural language. Intelligent search in various Natural
Languages is required in the huge repository of
information available online. Language is the integral
part for any form of communication but the language has
to be meaningful. Semantics is a field of linguistics that
deals with the meaning of the linguistic expressions
through discovery of knowledge. In this research paper,
the dictionary based approach for semantics is studied
and implemented. The dictionary based proposal relies on
the formalization of sentence across SVO (Subject-VerbObject) format. Rule-based classifier helps to define the
rules that are checked against the dictionary which
contains sequence of Subject, Verbs and Object available
in English Language. By looking at the accuracy
measures, recall and precision the results obtained by the
proposed approach is proven good.
Index Terms—Common – Sense Word Semantics,
Natural Language, Pragmatics, Predicate Logic, Rulebased classifier, Semantics model, Subject-Verb-Object
format

I. INTRODUCTION
Novelty of any search is relied upon the meaning of the
content retrieved. Though there are many search engines
each efficient enough to retrieve the information as
accurate as possible but none make an effort in verifying
that if this search has any sense. Sense is nothing but any
composed meaning in the Natural Language (NL).
Searching for meaning in text corpora is difficult as there
are various language constraints and complexities. This is
mixed with the ambiguities in language model. As worst
as it gets, the meaning is associated with the human
cognitive phenomena. Sometimes a sentence such as “I
want to sea a movie tomorrow” can be easily surpassed in
any search engines and never be identified as an incorrect
sentence. The field of study of meaning is called
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Semantics. Meaning is associated with expressions and
word-connections. The consortium of meaning is
achieved through various steps in linguistics as shown in
figure [1]. The key focus of study in this research paper is
on semantics and the process of meaning evaluation.
However meaning cannot be directly tested hence the
given input has to go through a series of linguistic
examinations to ensure that the given sentence comply
with the rule of a good syntactic structure.

Fig.1. The language model in linguistics showing the classification of
sound, structure and meaning

Language primarily indicates written words and
consequently little recognition is given for the spoken
form of the language. In linguistics, speech perhaps is
treated as an integral part since it is composed with
intricate abilities such as; first, human always learn to
speak first rather than writing. Second, the usage of
spoken form of the language takes place without any
formal structure. Third, what we speak makes lot of sense
and must possess some knowledge. Fourth, Speech is
elucidated with expressions and emotions. This includes
lot of variations and voice modulation. A lot many such
observations, techniques and investigations are made in
the field of linguistics called phonetics. Phonology on the
other hand evaluates the representation and processing of
speech sounds for any given natural language. Once the
sound waves are converted into written text, the format of
the textual structure is studied by morphology and
syntactic composition of natural language processing.
This evaluates the data for the correctness and integrity in
the structure. This includes stemming, POS tagging,
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grammar structure and so on. Once the input text is error
free from syntactic mistakes, next the sentence will be
evaluated for the knowledge representation. This stage of
processing majorly concentrates on the meaning
representation.
To address the problem of semantic knowledge
representation whilst common-sense word semantics, our
research work is divided into following phases:
Phase 1: Training Phase: In this phase, a dictionary of
fruits, vegetables, things and verb forms are constructed
Phase 2: Make a hypothesis: Since knowledge
evaluation is obtained through a process of syntactic
examination, in this phase we make an assumption that
the given input sentence is syntactically correct i.e. free
from grammatical mistakes, spell or typo errors and
various other kinds of syntactic errors.
Phase 3: Construct a rule: In this phase, the rules for
the semantically correct sentences are defined. Through
this, the given input is tested for the correctness. The
syntactically correct sentences are checked against the
rules defined to verify if the input sentence is
semantically correct.

II. RELATED WORKS
A variety of projects have designed and implemented
multimedia retrieval systems. T Semantics has its roots
way back to decades but the research studies in this field
took its inception only a decade ago. The perspective of
semantics changed ever since then. Semantics which
indicates meaning has started to talk about knowledge,
ontology and knowledge, pragmatics, latent semantics
and so on. The meaning/knowledge is a prime area of
concentration in semantics, a branch of linguistics.
However semantics has many definitions as stated by
various authors. This is discussed in the table [1].

definitions quoted by authors. The research goals with
respect to semantics have become broad with the
complexities involved. In WordNet a particular meaning
of a word can be retrieved and a Boolean AND operator
was used for a new search keywords. This work [1] has
marked the beginning for the semantic related task and
resulted in various properties of ontology that is to be
represented. Author Jiiang Huiping et al [2] has worked
on information retrieval and semantic web model.
Using this approach the efficiency and accuracy of
information retrieval was improvised in both structured
and semi-structured documents. The ranking evaluator is
used to measure the resemblance of the documents
related to semantics. Yuri Gurevich et al [3] have worked
on semantic-to-syntax concept by defining a species of
algorithms that leads to the creation of semantics and its
characteristics. To add to this the authors have also
worked on the computational time. Various Boolean
functions are made use for this purpose. Ontology based
semantic information retrieval was done by Yinghui
Huang et al [4]. They introduced a rough ontology
starting off with the advantages of semantic information
retrieval. In the second phase, rough ontology was used to
expand the ontology and thirdly semantic information
retrieval model was suggested named as ROSRS.
Semantics creates a sense in the language. However there
are many unanswered, unquestioned concepts related to
semantics that is still a challenge, perhaps the more
crucial ones. Those are:



Table 1. Definition of Semantics as stated by various researchers and
authors



Sl. No
1




2

3

4

5
6

Definition
Semantics, a part of
linguistics is defined as
studying the meaning
Semantics is the study of
language organizations and
meanings and the way they
express it
Semantics
is
the
meaning
in
the
communication
Semantics is the study of
literal, contextualization,
de-contextualization, and
grammar meaning
Semantics
is
the
meaning in the language
Semantics
is
the
meaning

Author (year)
Lobner (2002)

Kreidler (1998)


Saeed (1997)

Frawley (1992)

Harford
Heasley (1983)
Lyons (1977)

&

21

How can we specify the meaning of “however” or
“and”?
There are numerous sentences whose meaning
cannot be defined on the basis of the meaning of
the words. Example: “Time is money” or “it is
raining cats and dogs”. These sentences represent
metaphor. So meaning of these sentences cannot
be derived merely from the word meaning.
Meaning sometimes is represented in the form of
gestures and facial expressions.
How is the integrity of the meaning measured?
Do we have language representation for all the
meaning? Or are there any meanings which
cannot be expressed at all?
Do semantics see all the facet of meaning? i.e.,
from speaker point of view, hearer point of view,
or a part of pragmatics?

Therefore the challenges and problems in the field of
semantics are endless. This enforces many researchers to
concentrate on semantics and to evaluate the meaning of
“meaning” in semantics in any given language model. In
this research paper, we study the semantics and its
implementation in real world and also the accuracy
achieved by our proposed system.

From table [1] it is clear that there is no perfect
definition for semantics that is universally accepted.
Nevertheless, semantics portrays meaning, as the
presence of the word “meaning” is evident in all the
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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2) “Alice likes music and not dance” –
Relation A is true and B is false

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM –
SEMANTIC MODEL USING THE DICTIONARY BASED
APPROACH
Linguistic theory concentrates on relating the linguistic
code and the meaning in the real world representation.
Undoubtedly, the task is difficult as the natural world is
filled with many ambiguities. This compensates to the
more challenging aspects of semantics, making it more
elusive, unpredictable yet center for communication
especially in linguistics. The next big question is how
actually the meaning should be communicated to the
physical world? Is it through symbols (Semiotics)?
Expressions? Language? Or something more complicated?
Unfortunately, the answer to these questions is “yes”.
Meaning can be indicated in many of the ways, more
innovative and more explorative. Semantics deals with
both the word meaning and sentence meaning. For
instance, “you cooked the fist very well”. In this sentence,
the word meaning is associated with each word such as
cook, fish, very, well. The sentence meaning indicates the
composition of all the words and the intrinsic meaning
like, cook+fish, cook+fish+very+well. Many times, even
though there is a perfect connotation for every word in
the word meaning of the sentence, the overall sentence
meaning might not have any sense such as “fish cooked
you well very”. This sentence contains exactly the same
words as in the previous sentence however the
arrangement of word meaning is disturbed which in turn
affects the sentence meaning. This kind of problem is
called Common-Sense Word semantic [5] problem. The
problem of this type is addressed in this research paper.
We have analyzed semantics from productive and
composite point of view. In figure [2], we discuss how
overall language model can be constructed by considering
the three factors as shown in figure [1]. The figure [2]
talks about the actual architecture of the semantics
implementation (main topic of interest of this research
work).
IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM –
SEMANTIC MODEL USING THE DICTIONARY BASED
APPROACH
In semantics, it is necessary to understand that the
philosophical images of brain have to be drawn against
the given input sentence. In reality, semantics requires lot
of pre-requisites such as word meaning, sensory data,
reference set and concrete meaning of the sentence [6].
The computational and compositional hypotheses
considered for the semantic evaluation are indicated
below:


When a relation A is true, then the relation B has
to be necessarily true forecasting an AND relation.
Consider examples 1 and 2 highlighting this
theory.
1) “Alice likes music and dance” –
True for both A and B relation

Copyright © 2017 MECS

Fig.2. Architecture of the proposed system showcasing the creation of
common sense word semantics in real world scenarios





The truthfulness of relation A being true or false is
purely dependent on assumption that B is true. For
example: “Alice has quit alcohol” – This indicates
that Alice has been drinking (B is assumed to be
true)
The truthfulness of any relation A and B is
dependent on the degree on common sense
knowledge as mirrored in the real world. For
example: “Rat chased cat” – In reality, this is not
true.

The theory of common sense knowledge is dependent
on the existence of living and non-living things in the
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world and the relation between them. For example:
“Table killed Alice” – In reality, the non-living thing
(Table) cannot perform an action (Kill).
In order to address the common-sense word semantics,
we have adopted the dictionary based approach. A
dictionary containing three prime elements, fruits,
vegetables and things is constructed. English language
adhere the Subject, Verb and Object form (SVO form) [7].
Therefore in addition to the dictionary, a list of all the
verbs and its forms is prepared in another table. As
shown in figure [2], in the training phase the word-set
dictionary and the verb list are built. The input sentence
from the user is verified for any syntactic mistakes. Once
the sentence is free from all types of syntactic errors, it is
dispatched to the semantic evaluation phase. In this stage,
the sentence is checked if it complies with the rule
predefined. If so, the sentence is declared as semantically
correct otherwise it will be treated as semantically bad
sentence. The procedure of the implementation is
discussed in the algorithm 1. The important requirement
for the algorithm to work efficiently is to input the
grammatically correct sentence. If the user inputs the
syntactically wrong sentence then the efficiency of the
proposed algorithm may not be debated. Hence one has to
ensure that the sentence is free from various types of
syntactic mistakes and can pose only the semantic
discrepancies.
Example sentence showing the implementation of the
proposed system
Example 1:“Apple ate Ramsey”
The above sentence surpasses from the metadata
extraction module as it does not contain any syntactic
errors. For the semantics, we begin the scan word-byword and it is compared with the list of fruits/vegetables/
things and verb list. Every time the sentence is checked
for SVO rule constraint.
<Apple> belong to fruit list
<Ate> belong to verb list
Rule is violated because the content of verb is preceded
by the content of fruit. Therefore no further scanning of
the sentence is required and hence the sentence is
declared as semantically incorrect.
Example 2: “It is a beautiful day”, Moon told to star.
<Moon> belongs to things list
<Told> belongs to verb list
Once again the rule is violated. Hence the given
sentence is semantically incorrect
Example 3: “I walked past the street very quickly”
No rule violated. Hence this sentence is semantically
correct.
Examples:
Rule 1: Adam (factor) borrowed the money (Action)
from Kinsley (Receiver)
Rule 2: Mary (participator) saw the eclipse (action)
with a sunglass (instrument)

A lg orithm _1
 input _ the _ given _ sentence 
 Scan _ the _ input _ sentence _
word  by  word _& _
check _ the _ rule 
 Rule  defined 
 Fruit , vegetables _& _ things _
are _ considered _ as _ table[1]
verb _ list _ is _ said _ to _ be _ table[2]
 if _ the _ content _ from _ table[1] _ preceed _
the _ content _ of _ table[2] _ then,
the _ sentence _ is _ semantically _ incorrect 
otherwise
 Semantically _ correct 
RULES _ OF _ THE _ PROPOSED
_ ALGORITHM ( Abbreviations )
Factor ( Instigator _ of _ the _ action)
Action(Verb _ kind )
Re ciever (Re cipient _ of _ the  action)
Objective( Purpose / endpo int_ of _ the _ action)
Originator ( Source _ po int_ of _ the _ action)
Instrument ( Mechanism _ to _ achieve _ the _ goal )
Participator (Re ceiver _ of _ tactile /
auditory _ inf ormation)
 Rule  1 
 Factor  Action  Re cipient 
 Rule  2 
 Participator  Action  Instrument 
 Rule  3 
 Factor  Originator  Objective 
4.1 Semantics and Predicate Logic
The meaning of the language expressions can be
expressed in terms of predicate logic [8]. However once
must note that the predicate logic is irrelevant for lexical
semantics – meaning of atomic words – although some
connection can be drawn based on unary predicate or
binary predicate under first order predicate logic [9].
Consider an example sentence, “Apple (S) ate (V) Ramsey
(O)” This sentence portrays SVO format. Therefore the
first order predicate logic for the above sentence is,

(s)  (v)  (o)

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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Equation [1] symbolizes that all the subject s , verb
and object o has to be in the same order as indicated.

( x)( y)  Incorrect _ sentence

v
(2)

Here x represents the list of fruits, vegetables and
things/others , y indicates the verb list and  tells the
fact of following immediately. Equation [2] represents
that fruits, vegetables and things/others should not be
followed immediately by verbs. If it does, then the
sentence is semantically incorrect.

( x)( y)  Correct _ sentence

(3)

In equation (c),  is the list of primary verb as shown
in glossary [1]. The rule represents that for some x if
followed by words in list and then followed immediately
by verb list then the sentence is correct. Consider the
example, “Stone ( x) was  eaten ( y ) by Ramsey”,
therefore the sentence is semantically correct. However
observe the next example sentence, “Stone ( x) had
been  to New York”, here ( y ) is not found. Hence
the sentence is declared as semantically incorrect.
The occurrences of word-pair in a given sentence can
be explained as discussed here. Let S be the input
sentence which is composed of series of word-pair say
W1, W2 ... Wn. For each Wi is assumed to appear
independently however for the problem under
consideration the meaning of any Wi is correlated and
dependent on the neighbour word-pair Wj. this is
composed of exhaustive enumeration of word pairs to
derive the meaning of the entire sentence S. with the rule
defined in our approach the interpretation of word series
Ws consisting of Wi,…… Wk… Wl can be defined as
following,
l

W
S i

s

 W   W ,WS  2

where  fruits / Vegetables / Things / Others,

(4)

  verb _ list

WS  2 in equation [4] implies that the sentence S must
contain at least 2 word-pair (WS  Wi ,W j ) to be
processed using the proposed methodologies
Therefore

WS enumerations direct to the induction of

binomial coefficients as given by,
W j n

Wi  n



(



posWi 1 posWj Wi 1

Wz  n

(...



W   W )))

(5)

posWz Wy 1

Equation [5] indicates that the sentence S starting from
word Wi in the position 1 ranging till position n followed
by next word Wj where the position is again incremented
Copyright © 2017 MECS

by 1 to n, so on and so forth continuing till the last word
Wz the rule W   W has to be satisfied. This says that
the fruits/ vegetables/ things/ others should not be
immediately followed by verb. The main aim of this
section was to provide the proposed architecture in terms
of quantified formulae that will summarize the subject
domain and its attributes in a more argument position [9].
The syntactic rules defined in our architecture stipulate
a course to assign semantic values as interpreted in
language expressions. The sentences with the arbitrary
values are combined using these stated rules. Henceforth
the integrity of the system majorly depends on the
"truthful conditional evaluation" [10] The variables
considered here are the database dictionaries as shown in
glossary 1. Accordingly these tables serves as universal
quantifiers, thus not affecting the individual parameters.
The scope of the algorithm is bound to the rules
annotated hence it will always ensure a closed-bounded
semantic [11] component. In the upcoming section, the
results and discussions of our system are argued.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The entailment of meaning evaluation is dependent on
the concepts of real world knowledge representation. For
instance: “Alice drove past the bank last evening”. In this
sentence, the word “bank” could mean “financial
institution” or “river bank”. Therefore semantics, in
linguistics deals with meaning from the perspective of
both ‘word’ and ‘sentence’. The ambiguity of word
meaning can be eliminated through Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD), a field in linguistics. However in
our research study, the concentration is on sentence
meaning. The characterization of sentence meaning is
studied by comprehending the common-sense knowledge
theory. The contextual dependencies showed in our study
focuses on boundary of understanding as seen by users or
speakers direction. The flexibility achieved in our
proposed system entails the fact that a naïve relationship
can be built between the sensitivity and structural aspects
of meaning representation. Our algorithm suggests that
the meaning evaluation is an inherent part of knowledge
representation and is part of learning process in every
day’s life of a human. Figure [3] represents the various
forms of ontology’s [12] with three different variations.
The class hierarchies considered in our architecture
concentrates on the reference correspondence functions
[13]. The interpretation of these references indicates the
necessary rules for a given sentence to be semantically
correct. Various notations have been used to
diagrammatically indicate the rules of the proposed
system. If content from fruits/vegetables/things follows
immediately by a verb then the sentence is semantically
incorrect irrespective of what follows after this pattern. In
the second scenario, if a fruit/vegetable/thing follows the
primary verb such as is/was/has and others and then
immediately followed by a verb then the sentence is
semantically correct. As an instance, consider an example:
“Apple was eaten by Ramsey”. However consider the
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sentence, “Apple was hungry”, here if the content from
fruit/vegetable/thing follows a primary verb and then
have something else in the sentence but not the verb then
the sentence is still claimed as semantically wrong. This
is shown in the third case in the above figure [3]. The
same rules were tested in different variations throughout
the time. The proposed architecture was implemented
on .Net platform.

Fig.3. Variations of Rules defined in the proposed architecture

In order to implement the proposed system the key
source of information for comparison was a dictionary.
therefore a dictionary was built in excel sheet containing
the list of fruits, vegetables, things and others and a
separate list of verb and its variations consisting of both
primary and other forms of verbs. The dictionary table
word-set is shown in the glossary 1. Figure [4] shows the
experimental set up of the architecture. Different
variations of sentences were tested in the interface. The
results were recorded precisely to test the accuracy in the
later phases. In all the dimensions of the test, the
hypotheses of the rules were kept alive and all sentences
were tested against these rules. The structure of the
sentences was modified each time the test was conducted.
In general sentences all of the k-dimensions were taken
into consideration to evaluate the toughness of the system.
The measure of accuracy is done using the recall and
precision in information retrieval [14] [15]. These are
rooted on the juxtaposition of what is expected and what
is obtained from the system under evaluation. Since these
measures are universally accepted as a commonplace to
measure the efficiency, the same has been adopted for
semantics as well. Recall calculates the ratio of precisely
observed correspondences (true positives tp) over the
total number of anticipated correspondences (true
positives and true negatives tn). Recall always indicates
the completeness measure. Precision calculates the ratio
of observed correspondences (true positives) over the
total number of yielded correspondence (true positives
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and false positives fp). Therefore the recall and precision
is given by the following equations [6] and [7]

Recall 

tp
tp  tn

Pr ecision 

tp
tp  fp

(6)
(7)

Out of 1000 manually built sentences for testing
purpose, 942 sentences were identified correctly as
semantically correct and 47 of them were recognized as
incorrect sentences. However 8 out of 1000 sentences
were identified as correct for the semantically wrong
sentences and 4 out of these 1000 sentences were
obtained as incorrect for semantically correct sentences.
Therefore when worked out on the recall and precision
formulae as discussed in [6] and [7] on these numbers the
proposed system on common sense semantics has 95.24%
of recall and precision of 99.15%.
In figure [4], the output of the proposed system is
shown. Various rules defined in the training phase were
tested with this interface. The results were proven good.
The sentences with true variance and false variance are
tested across the semantically correct and incorrect
sentences. It is also observed that the external criterion of
appropriate measures satisfy the theoretical and practical
aspects of semantics. The sentences in this figure are:
1)
2)
3)

Apple ate Ramsey- Semantically wrong
Ramsey ate Apple- Semantically correct
Moon told star that it is a beautiful nightSemantically Wrong

Though our system gave an outstanding score on recall
and measure, there are certain drawbacks in the existing
approach. Those are,




The system fail to identify the knowledge based
sentences. For example, “Bachelor is a married
man”, “Black is white” and other sentences of this
kind.
Word-to-word connections cannot be formulated
with the present approach as we concentrate only on
the sentence meaning.

The main concentration addressed in this research
paper is common – sense word semantics. However
semantics is wide subject of interest hence the proposed
method concentrates on semantics problem of only about
75%. There are still many variations in semantics that is
yet to be explored. Semantics is more likely to be contra
posted with pragmatics – a field in Natural Language
Processing. The best of knowledge processing in any
system is best when the concepts of semantics and
pragmatics are associated thereby building a true
intelligent structure.
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Table 2. List of dictionary used in the study and design of Semantic
Processing

GLOSSARY – 1
Fruits
Almond
Apple
Apricot
Australian Nut
Avocado
Banana
Beech

Things
Air
April
armchair
Armoire
August
Ball
bar stool

Vegetables
Scallion
Ahipa
Amaranth
American groundnut
Arracacha
Artichoke
Arugula

Bilberry
Black Walnut
Blackberry
Blackcurrant
Blanched Almond
Blood Orange
Blueberry
Boysenberry
Brazil Nut
Butternut
Candle Nut
Candlenut
Cantaloupe
Cashew
Cherimoya
Cherry
Chestnuts

bassinet
Bat
beach
bean bag
bed
bed table
bench
bentwood rocker
bergere
Bike
Bikes
bookcase
breakfront
buffet
bunk
bureau
cabinet

Verbs
Abash
abashed
Abashes
abashing
Abate
Abated
Abates
Abating
Abide
Abides
Abiding
Abode
Absorb
absorbed
absorbing
Absorbs
Accept
accepted
accepting
Accepts
accompanied
accompanies
accompany
accompanying
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Asparagus
Aubergine
Avocado
Azuki bean
Balck eyed pea
Bamboo shoot
Beet greens
Beetroot
Bell Pepper
Bitter melon
Bok choy
Borage greens
Brinjal
Broadleaf arrowhead
Broccoli
Broccoli rabe
Broccolini

Primary
Verbs
is
was
has
have
are
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